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MEMORANDUM

10 February 1969
To: A/Actirig Administrator

From: MA/ApolIo Program Director

__f__ff_i Subject: i_Apollo 8 Mission (AS-503) PostLaunch Report#1

_-=:.i'::_: The Apollo 8 missionwas successfully launched from the. Kennedy Space Center on
•,:;:_:::_: Saturday_ 21 December 1968 and completed as plannedwith recovery of the space-

craft and crew in the Pacific recovery area on Friday_ 27 December 1968. Initial
evaluation of the flight based upon quick-look data and crew debriefing indicates

....._:_:'f that all mission objectives were attained. Further detailed analysis of all data is
a_'_.,-_ continuing and appropriate refined results of the missionwill be reported in Manned
__ Space Flight Center technical reports.

i!_!_)i Based on mission performance as described in this report, I am recommending that the

_ Apollo 8 mission be adjudged as having achieved agency preset primary objectives
_'_ and considered a success.

i!_ Sam C. Phalli_s
_'_'_:_ Lt. General, USAF
_-*,_,_ Apollo ProgramDirector

_-'2_;:-.-"_)! APPROVAL:

,_)-_:,:_ _ /" AssociateAdministratorfor
....:_,., _ Manned Space Flight
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>:1:; NASAMISSIONOBJECTIVES
• 7- =*.i-;

!_:_:'_ PRIMARYOBJECTIVES

•:.:::}_!_ . Demonstrate crew/space vehicle/mission supportfacilities performance
::_::_'_.,. during a mannedSaturn V missionwith CSM

"i:::5;i . Demonstrateperformance of nominaland selected backup LunarOrbit
Rendezvous (LOR) mission activities, including:

:1_ :-': - Translunar injection

"_:>:: - CSM navigation, communications, and midcoursecorrections

i:,-;:::!;;2i - CSM consumablesassessmentand passivethermal control

SamC. Phillips - i(,,/ _--

i _._,:_ c- .... G/,,M22 E. Muefl Cr

•-_,}_;_ Lt. General, USAF -I As/_di_tteAdministratorfor
_:;_ Apollo Program Director Space Flight_.%.

!_Z_ Date: IZ "b_-r_ (g/og Date: ,7_ _-')x____ i_'_ -_

"_-"_:: RESULTSOFAPOLLO8MISSION

;.::_; Basedupon review of the assessedperformanceof Apollo 8, launched 21 December 1968
-_,:ii;:.._i and completed 27 December 1968, this missionis adjudged a successin accordancewith

the pre-set objectives stated above.

SamC. Phillil0s ¢

Lt. General, USAF ,/'_'_s c_'a_te-Adm_-m!simtorfor
Apollo ProgramDirector ( MannedSpace Flight

Date: I0 F_ ,_96-_ Date: I0 ._./..% /96¢i

_ i.•. 7_. '• ":.,
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•: " GENERAL

_, The Apollo 8 (AS-503) missionwas launched from the KennedySpace Center on '
Saturday, 21 December 1968, at 7:51 a.m. EST. Initial data review indicates that

:_ all missionobjectives were successfully accomplished, as well as four detailed test
objectives that were not originally planned. Only minoranomaliesand discrepancies
occurred and thesewill be discussedin succeedingsections.

COUNTDOWN

ii: ':_ The terminal countdown for Apollo 8 began at 21:51 ESTon 20 December. Built-in

._ _ i holds of 6 hoursat T-9 hoursand 1 hour at T-3 hours30 minuteswere initiated as
, planned and no additional holds were required. Launchoccurred on time at the

opening of the launch window at 07:51 EST, 21 December.

ileal_ MISSION SUMMARY

_: <<_ The Apollo 8 space vehicle was launched from LaunchComplex 39, PadA, at the
_-_::_-_ Kennedy Space Center at 07:51 ESTon 21 December 1968, after a satisfactory count-
< < _ down. Following a nominal boost phase, the spacecraft and S-IVB combination was
"-<- _C- ',

___ inserted into a parkingo..£Lbitof 98.0 by 103.3 nautical miles (NM). After a post-insertion
/ :_¢_:•i checkout of spacecraft syste.ms,the Translunar Injection (TLI) maneuverwas initiated
ii:7_:':_i at 02:50:37 Ground Elapsed'iTime(GET) by reigniting the S-IVB engine and burning
_.!_!_i_ for 5 minutes 9 seconds.

. k-/-.
•_:- The spacecraft separated from the S-IVB at 03".20:59GET, and performed separation
;:" _ maneuvers using the Service Module Reaction Control System(SM RCS). The first_._, _-

<: __: midcourse correction of 24.8 feet per second (fps)wasconducted at 11:00:00 GET.
::!!<_i_;i! The translunar coast phasewasdevoted to navigation sightings, two television trans-

.i _!= missions,and various systemschecks. A secondmidcoursecorrection of 1.4 fps wasconducted at 60:59:56 GET.

The 246.9-second duration Service PropulsionSystem(SPS)lunar orbit insertion maneuver

was performed at 69:08:20 GET, and the initial lunar orbit was 168._ bZ 59.9 NM.
• ! An SPSmaneuverto circularize the orbit was cond-uctedat 73:35:07 GET and resulted

_ : in a lunar orbit of 59.7 by 60.7 NM. A total of 10 revolutionswascompleted during
i the 20 hours] i minutesspent in lunar orbit.

_ The lunar orbit coast phasebetween maneuversinvolved numerouslanding-site/landmark
_ sightings, lunar photography, two television transmissions,and preparation for Transearth

Injection (TEl). The TEl maneuver, 203.7 secondsin duration, wasconducted at
89:19:17 GET, usingthe SPS.
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During both translunarand transearthcoast phases,passivethermalcontrol roll
maneuversof about one revolution per hourwere effected, when possible, to maintain

" .... systemtemperatureswithin nominal limits. The transearthcoast period involved a.... _::i_
:" ..... numberof star/horlzon navigation sightings, usingboth the earth and moonhorizons,

:_ ..... and two additional television transmissions.The only transearthmidcoursecorrection
i wasa 4.8 fps maneuvermadeat 103:59:54 GET.

:i-_!_i Command Module/Service Module separation wasat 146:28:48 GET, and the spacecraft
reached the entry interface (400,000 feet) at 146:46:13 GET. Entry conditions were a
velocity of 36,221 _s (36,219 fps planned) and a flight path angle of -6.5 degrees.

:_:_::: _= norma_'c_epl_-oy%entof al I parachutes, the"spacecraft landed in the Pacific
_:/ilI_I- Ocean at 08°07.5'N-latitude and 165°01.2'W longitude, lessthan one nautical mile
: _' from the predicted splashdownpoint. The total flight durationwas 147 hours00 minutes
:i-:_-_iii 42 __.¢_oods,and the spacecraft and crew were recoveredby the USSYORKTOWN after
"_:_:' landing.

ii_;i_!i! Almost without exception, spacecraft systemsoperated as intended. All temperatures
.-_::_i_::_ varied within acceptable limits and essentially exhibited predicted behavior. Con-
_:ii_._ii! sumablesusagewasalways maintained at a safe level. Communicationsquality was

ii!i_!il exceptionally good, and live televislon was transmittedon six occasions. The crewsatisfactorily performedal flight plan functionsand achieved all photographic
•_":_v_: ob jectives.

:_. Summariesof missionevents, orbits, and maneuversare presentedin Tables I, II, and III.

-.:,_-:_ TABLE I

_ -.-"_::i_!:= SUMMARY OF MISSION EVENTS

=:L_i:_ EVENT TIME, HR:MIN:SEC GET
•_- PLANNEDACTUAL

::":i_i!: Launch Phase
-!= L.;

ii!_!_!_ RangeZero (12:51:00 GMT) 00:00:00 00:00:00
.. _=_;_:.

• _:,_:i._ Lift-off 00:00:01 00:00:01

Max Q (Maximum Dynamic Pressure) 00:01:16 00:01:19

_-::__= S-IC center engine cutoff 00:02:06 00:02:06i

:_::: S-IC outboard engine cutoff 00:02:31 00:02:34
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S-IC/S-II separation 00:02:32 00:02:34

:_._._._._ S-II engine ignition 00:02:33 00:02:35

_i_ Interstage jettison (2nd plane separation) 00:03:02 00:03:04

':' _ _ Launch escape tower jettison 00:03:08 00:03:09

ii_i _I-_I S-II engine cutoff 00:08:41 00:08:44

;!; _._. S-II,/S-IVB separation 00:08:42 00:08:45
_.. ,

"_;'i;:!; S-IVB engine ignition 00:08:42 00:08:45
i_L:;?;i.:;: S-IVB engine cutoff 00:11:24 00:11:25

:_.;,:,,:_ Insertion into earth parking orbit 00:11:34 00:11:35

__:!i::!,_i.-". Orbital Phase
:;_':. _'_.,

_"_:__:_ Translunar injection ignition 02:50:37 02:50:37
_,_-_-_.:= Translunar injection cutoff 02:55:53 02:55:56

_...._._.,. S-IVB/Command Module s_paration 03-20:52 03:20:59

..-:.. :: Separation maneuver 1 03:40:00 03:40:01
i7;_;!,,.!
__ _ _-_i
:ii_"i i Separation maneuver 2 Not planned 04:45:01

:;_;;_:_"; Start S-IVB propellant dump 05:07:53 05:07:56

_i!i!_il End S-IVB propellant dump 05:12:53 05:12:56

Midcourse correction 1 ignition 11:00:00 11:00:00
" • " Midcourse correction 1 cutoff ] 1:00:02 11:00:02

..i_- _

_'__'_-_" Midcourse correction 2 ignition 61:08:51 60:59:56
: : .....• Midcourse correction 2 cutoff 61:09:03 61:00:08

i_;__i"_ Lunar orbit insertion 1 ignition 69:08:51 69:08:20
__'_?_ Lunar orbit insertion 1 cutoff 69:11:36 69:12:27

_!_:_-_._ Lunar orbit insertion 2 ignition 73:32:17 73:35:07

_'_i_: __!ii.i_i_ Lunar orbit insertion 2 cutoff 73:32:27 73:35:16

• :!!
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- . _"_

Transearth • • a. • eL. 89:16:10 89:19:17•-__: nnlecraonngnlrnon
';,i.i=!:_; Transearth injection cutoff 89:19:28 89:22:40

i:ii_! Midcourse correction 3 ignition 104:16:10 103:59:54i Midcourse correction 3 cutoff 104:16:24 104:00:08

_.::_,-:_: CM/SM separation 146:31:13 146:28:48

i_'__"_ Entry interface (400,000 ft) 146:46:13 146:46:13

_:_.?+: Begin blackout 146:46:38 146:46:37
-_,- :_i Endblackout 146:51:44 146:51:42

;i:_i'}:,_ Drogue parachute deployment 146:54:26 146:54:48

_._-_ Main parachute deployment 146:55:19 146:55:39

i!_!i_i:_ Landing 146:59:49 147:00:42

....._ TABLEII

_'::_" ORBITSUMMARY
-_:,,_:,k:
•:L- ; _ -_;

:-,_:_J_ EARTH ORBIT LUNAR ORBIT LUNAR ORBIT
_i:'!il)ili PARAMETER INSERTION INSERTION1 INSERTION2
:..... _ Planned Actual Planned Actual 'Planned Actual

__:_:_:__:_,_ Apoapsis (NM) 103.3 103.3 170 168.5 60 60.7
. __!_

• _.._._

- _._ Periapsis(NM) 99.4 98.0 60 59.9 60 59.7

"_'_ Period (Min) 88.19 88.19 128.7 128.7 119.0 119.0

_:_-_ Inclination (Deg) 32.5 32.5 12.29 12.29 12.29 12.29
: - ._

•:-.,_
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; LAUNCHVEH,C'E
:II._S":!_'__ Early engineering evaluation of the SA-503 Saturn V Launch Vehicle indicates that all ,
:<_::_i! test and missionobjectives were satisfactorily met. All systemsand subsystemsappear

:!i:i !_i_;! to have performed near nominal. Further evaluation is being carried out to determine
_::__J. detail performance.

:r-"-_!ii Performance of the S-IC POGO suppressionsystemwasnominaland indications are
•. -_i._ that no POGO existed.

; The S-IC outboard engines were cut off 2.4 seconds later than predicted by a fuel level
' i_._ cutoff signal, apparently due to higher than predicted fuel density.

._: !. _.L; Overall propulsion systemperformance was near nominal, but near the end of S-Ii stage
•."_i..-_!. burn, oscillations of approximately 18 hertz became evident in engine number 5
-"_i-i:_. parameters, beginning at approximately 451 secondselapsed time. The oscillations
__.._._i_i_ becdme more pronounced at 480 secondswhen a small drop in engine number 5 per-
_"" '_ formance occurred, and. they damped out shortly before engine cutoff. There also
_';_iii _ appearsto have been somelow amplitude, 1g-hertz oscillations in the outboard engine
_;i_.:i_-..' pressures. Accelerometers showed 9- to 11-hertz structural oscillations of small
_ _:i,_.,_; amplitudes in both the longitudinal and lateral directions near the sametime period.

-_ _ Two S-II stage temperature ',bridge power suppliesoperated intermittently for about 30
__"_ secondsnear "Max Q, " and another similar S-II power supply operated intermittently

from 443 to 470 secondsGET.

•" - The modified augmented spark igniter (ASI) lines on both the S-II and S-IVB engines
i_{i+;_'._,_" functioned properly and S-IVB restart wasdemonstratedsatisfactorily. The O2H2
_:_' burner operated satisfactorily to repressurizethe S-IVB fuel tank.

A free return translunar injection was obtained after S-IVB second burn cutoff. After

:"-": : spacecraft separation, the propellant vent, dump, and Auxiliary PropulsionSystem
i ;.-:::! (APS) ullage burn successfully placed the S-IVB/IU/LTA-B in the slingshot trajectory
_ ': to achieve solar orbit.
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-__.i SPACECRAFT

i. _._.'_ STRUCTURALAND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
•_ ..:'. :_

All structural and mechanical systemsperformed satisfactorily, with the exception of
_'_:_'i_:_ spacecraft window fogging. The hatch (center, or _3) window wascompletely fogged

_: over by about 6 hours. The two side windows(1 and 5) were similarly affected, but

ii:i_! i_ to a lesserdegree. The rendezvouswindows (2 and 4) remainedclear throughout theflight. This foggingwas consistentwith what wasexpectedas a resultof the Apollo 7
_ _-;_i_ analysis of window fogging, which was causedby a deposit of silicon oil on the inner

.; surface of the outer heat-shield pone. The fogging resultsfromthe outgassingof the
i _ RTVcompoundwhich seals insulation around the window area. A curing processhas

been usedon the compoundin windows 1, 3, and5 of Apollo 9 and subsequentspace-
: i- _ craft.

.-;i_

._-_-_ THERMAL CONTROL

_!i_ii/ Temperature measurementsindicate that both passiveand active thermal control
_! ; elements performedsatisfactorily. Passivethermalcontrol duringthe translunarand

transearthcoast periodsstabilized spacecraft propellant temperatureswithin the expected
: -;!:_ nominal range. Tank temperatureswere maintainedwithin limits by varying spacecraft
_i;i:L_i_i orientation. All temperatureswere within predicted limits during lunar orbit operations.

_:;_; FUELCELLSAND BATTERIES

_:_;..,.._! Fuel cell performancewas excellent and no anomalies were observedthroughoutthe

;-._i _r;i_iL_ii_ mission. All parameterswere in good agreement with pre-flight predictions.
:__;_"_-_ The entry and post-landing batteries and pyrotechnic batteries performedall required
_ _':_._ functions satisfactorily throughout the mission. The entry batteries could be charged
:.-:._._ to full capacity as required.

;,_ ;. CRYOG ENICS

" :_- The cryogenic storage system performed satisfactorily throughout the mission, and usage
i!iii ;!_ wasslightly lessthan predicted. All heaterswere operated automatically and all fans
:: _:_ were cycled manually to preclude the ac busvoltage problemcausedby the arcing

motorswitch noted on Apollo 7. Quantity balancing between the respective cryogenic
_ii_ tanks wassatisfactory.
L, - r

' _-_.- COMMUNICATIONS

!_:" The overall performanceof the spacecraft-to-network communicationsystemwas
• ; nominal. The received downlink carrier power, telemetry, and voice performance

correspondedto pre-flight prediction.

3///3///69 Page8
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Communicationssystemmanagement, including antennaswitching, during the mission

i_! ii_! was very good. Commun!cationsduring passivethermal control were maintained by
_i _i_ sequentially switching between the four omni (omnidirectional) antennas, switching r
i_ • :ii_ between diametrically-opposite omnis, or switching between the high-gain antenna
•_ " ': and one or more omni antennas. All four omni antennasand the high-gain antenna

i!iii!ii:i were selected periodically, with performance equal to or greater than pre-flight

predictions. The voice quality, both normalandbackup, received throughoutthe
missionwas excellent. All modesof the high-gain antennawere usedsuccessfully.

.... _' The data quality of both high- and low-bit-rate telemetry wasgood. High-bit-rate
" telemetry was received through the 85-foot antennasat slant rangesof up to 160,000

_:. nautical mileswhile the spacecraft was transmitting on omni antennas. The MSFN
_ _ sites reported receipt of good-quality telemetry data during data storage equipment

_- dumps.

_ .:_
Communicationswere satisfactory during entry until blackout. Air-to-ground voice
contact was re-establishedat approximately 146:52 GET throughthe Apollo Range

:! : Instrumentation Aircraft. The USSYORKTOWN establishedvoice contact during
:- parachute descent. Although post-landing voice communicationswere momentarily

interrupted when the spacecraft was in a stable II flotation attitude, the recovery

_ i_; operation was satisfactorily supported.

i:;_ i:i:! A total of six television transmlss,onsL" " were madeduring the flight. For the first tele-
" _:_ cast, the telephoto lens (100mmfocal length) wasusedto view the earth. Becauseof
ii_'-:-_!i camera motion and the higher than expected light intensity of the earth, the pictures
_- ""_ were of poor quality. A procedure for useof the filters from the Hasselbladcamera

was developed and subsequent telecasts of the earth using the telephoto lens with a
.,_:;_- red filter were satisfactory. Excellent views of the lunarsurfacewere taken in lunar
__:_i:_ orbit using the extra-wide-angle lens (9mm focal length) and suitable filters.

;_!!:-!"_i INSTRUMENTATION

The data storage equipment and instrumentation systemperformancewas satisfactory
.... - throughout the mission, and only three measurementsfailed.

._ The fuel cell 2 radiator-outlet temperature indicated a temperature 6 to 12 degrees
....: - _ higher than expected. Proper systemperformanceof the fuel cell and radiator was
• _ _. verified by other systemmeasurements,thus indicating a failed sensor.

_ " The radlator-outlet temperature measurementin the environmental control systemfailed
at approximately 120 hours elapsed time and went to full-scale reading. Systemsanalysis

:ii i : verified proper radiator operation.
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_ _ systemduring pre-flight servicing. The chamberpressurewas satisfactory throughout
_ !_:!._i_ the remainder of the burnand for the three subsequentSPSmaneuvers.
". ",_."_! I

!ii_-_!i_i!. ENV,RONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM

!!_i Performanceof the environmental control systemwassatisfactory. The radiators
satisfactorily rejected the spacecraft heat loadsduring the translunarand transearth

_. : :,_ coasts, maintaining water/glycol.temperatures below the evaporator turn-on level.
The evaporatorswere therefore turned off duringthi.stime. The primary evaporator

_._.:_:_i was used in the automatic modeduring lunar orbit. Evaporatordryout occurred several
. i: times; however, the dryout did not imposeany restraintson the mission. Evaporator

_:i:_:;i_i dryout occurred on Apollo 7 at low loadsand wasexpected to occur on Apollo 8 under
_,__,_._ similar load conditions. The evaporator was reservicedat the end of the first lunar

orbit and operated satisfactorily until evaporatordryout recurred during the fourth
IS_I:_'! lunar orbit. The evaporator was again reservicedand operated satisfactorily for the
_i:_i!_!!_ remainder of lunar orbital flight. Primaryevaporatordryout occurred again during
_-_i_ entry; however, the crew activated the secondarycoolant loop, which operated: _<_.Z.:"

_'_ properly throughout entry and maintained normal cabin temperaturesnear 61°1:and
_!?:';! the suit heat-exchanger outlet gas temperaturesnear44°F.

___ The cabin fans, which were not needed during the mission,were noisywhen activated
!_::_ at approximately 127 hours_elapsedtime to circulate the cabin atmospherefor a cabin
_ temperature reading. J
_ "_-:_.: I

_._,_ CREWPROVISIONS
,_ _-_ _

All crew equipmentoperated satisfactorily duringthe mission. Excessivenoiseon the

ii:_i!ii_I LunarModule Pilot's electrocardiogram wascorrectedwhen he swappedthe leads on
his harness. The astronauts' boots were reported to be frayed but usable.

FLIGHT CREW

i;!! !i_:_: The Apollo 8 missionwas accomplished essentially in accordance with the nominal
_! _ ; flight plan, with the following minor exceptions.

_i _:_!i:! The S-IVB separation rate from the spacecraft wasjudged to be lessthan predicted,
i_ _i_!_ and the crew spenta longer time in keeping the S-IVB in sight and eventually usedan
:'_ _ additional Reaction Control Systemmaneuverto increaseseparation distance.

_:_! _'_ Becauseof the heavy workload in lunar orbit, the orbital activities after the eighth
revolution were sharply reduced to allow additional crew rest. Normal activities
were resumedin preparation for the transearthinjection, after which the flight plan
wasagain modified to allow for additional crew rest. At about 100 hoursthe mission

._;-_: returned to the nominal flight plan with only minorreschedulingof restand meal periods.

ii-_ii-_ 3/3/69 Page 1!
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Despite the long duty hours, crew performancewassharpthroughout the mission, and
:_ _,. many valuable observationsof the lunar surfaceand its environmentwere made.

Entryand landing were performedin darknesswith no apparent problems. Due to a
ili._._i._ small amount of water entering the commandmoduleat splashdown,the crew's attention
:_i ii__ wasdiverted temporarily. The resulting delay in releasing the main parachutescaused

• ._._ the commandmodule to assumea stable II (apex down) flotation attitude for about 4.5
'_ ' minutesbefore being uprighted by the crew. A decision had previously beenmade to

:-' _i delay the deployment of swimmersuntil daylight; therefore, crew transfer to the prime

' : :!i-_ recovery ship by helicopter occurred about 80 minutesafter landing.

: MISSION SUPPORTPERFORMANCE

-._._:..-. FLIGHT CONTROL

_'_'::_ Flight control supportwas"excel lent during the Apollo 8 mission.

". NETWORK

_i!.i;._.i_; Network performancewas excellent for this mission. All communications, tracking,
_,_._.'.._; command, telemetry, ancl the. real-time computation functions supportedthe mission

'___"-_._.__._ satisfactorily with no signiiicant lossof data at any time.
/

_::_.i_:!:!i RECOVERY

_:_-:_'_::; Recovery of the Apollo 8 spacecraft and crew wassuccessfullycompleted in the Pacific
_ ':_: Ocean by the prime recovery ship, the USSYORKTOWN. The major recovery events
!ii-i_i_i_ on 27 December 1968 are listed in the following table:

__":_:_ EST, HR:MIN: EVENT
_::_"__!" (27 December)

:_- " _ 10:41 First visual sighting of spacecraft by Rescue1

'_: 10:43 Radarcontact by USSYORKTOWN
" _:-_.._

" : 10:49 First sightingof CM flashinglight by YORKTOWN

" 10:52 Landing

11:48 Flotation collar installed and inflated

:_,_' 12:20 Astronauts onboard recovery ship

13:18 CM onboardrecovery ship

i 3/3/69 Page 12
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.:_

i i
: _ BothS-band and VHF contacts were establishedwith the recovery forces. Visual
U,_;" contact with the flashing light and voice contact with the flight crew ceasedat landing,

;_:_!d_ indicating that the CommandModule went into a stable II positionbefore uprighting, t

i_iiii_!i!I The uprighting bagswere inflated, with one bag reported to be only partially inflated.:_.,,,_:_ Although a recovery helicopter wasdirectly over the spacecraft as early as 11:08 EST,
i{2:!:_-i it was decided to wait until daylight beforedeployingswimmers,as previously planned.

__'d'd- The pertinent location data for the recovery operation are listed below:

_}_,_i_i_:_ Predicted target coordinates 08°08'N, 165°02'W

_;i?:./" Ship position at landing* o .08 09.3 N, 165002. I'N

:_'":::-4: Estimated range to spacecraft at landing 5200 yards

......!:i'ii:,_;ii. Splashdowncoordinates 08°07.5' N, 165°01.2'W

_,__,_ * As determined aboard the recovery ship

,;-.::'i::};2,-,-<_ LAUNCH COMPLEX

n-s_:-.::_ Quick-look assessmentindi_satesthat the launchcomplexand supportingGSE performed_ _-"_<_- I
_-:,,w>: satisfactorily with only minor anomaliesoccurring.

_:":_":' Damageto GSE and pad facilities was minimal and consideredlessthan for previous
_;'<_" launches. Refurbishmentwill not be extensiveand PadA will be ready to support the
,-_:!,!?' APOlIo 9 mission.

;_ _>'.

£:!.;;'/

: >._" !s{:
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